
Introducing three new products showcased by Arlexitalia at Salone Bagno 2018. Kube Marble is

presented in a special, extra luxury composition that is completely covered by 2cm thick sheets

of Carrara marble. Mood is a compact bathroom setting, while Yummi Smart is is aimed at a

young audience looking for a light design without forgetting functionality.

This alternative version of Kube reflects the essence of real luxury: modular units equipped with

soft-close drawers and pull-out system, structure with internal 45° beveled edge profile and an

exclusive integrated handle for an easy opening. Internal drawers can be also combined inside

the main one. Each unit holds either an integrated washbasin top (again with 45° beveled edge

profile), an under-counter washbasin, or even a free-standing one.

This special, extra luxury composition is completely covered by 2cm thick sheets of Carrara

marble, which underwent a special manufacturing process so as to have the peculiar 45° beveled

edge, including the integrated top. The marble natural pattern corresponds on all front panels

and top surface, giving the whole arrangement a sense of reasoned and pleasant aesthetic

beauty. Modular units starts from 70cm length.
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A stainless steel frame, similar to a bookcase, is the way to a customised bathroom, that takes

its shape through a Layout composition (the abbreviation of the name comes from here) giving

rise to different combinations, from the “naked” one, only made up of washbasin and shelves, to

the fully equipped one with closed containers and doors. The thin, matte black structure, 1 cm

square edge drawn, makes the entire system look light and elegant thanks to materials and

colour combinations of the equipped surfaces. Mirrors can be lit up and have different shapes.
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This new Arlex composition, is easily customised thanks to its structure that offers the chance to

choose among a wide range of colours and materials creating contrast effects obtained by the

combination between matte and shiny lacquers. The free-standing washbasin belongs to the

Agorà collection and it is available in all colours of the Arlex set. Yumi Smart is equipped with a

wireless and recharge system that gives the opportunity to recharge your mobile phone without

connecting any cable, but only placing it on the top surface. Even the back lit round mirror, leant

against a storage shelf, is hi-tech equipped. In

particular, it is provided with an integrated Bluetooth system that, through the connection to a

smart phone, permits to listen to your favorite music while using the space.

For more information visit www.arlexisrl.com
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